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Abstract. Wikipedia’s category graph is a network of 400,000 interconnected category labels, and can be a powerful resource for many classification tasks. However, its size and the lack of order can make it difficult to navigate. In this paper, we present a new algorithm to efficiently explore this graph and discover accurate classification labels. We implement our algorithm as the core of a query classification system and demonstrate its reliability using the KDD CUP 2005 competition as a benchmark. Keywords: Natural Language Processing, Query Classification, Category Labeling, Wikipedia.



1 Introduction Query classification is the task of Natural Language Processing (NLP) whose goal is to identify the category label, in a predefined set, that best represents the domain of a question being asked. An accurate query classification system would be beneficial in many practical systems, including search engines and question-answering systems. But while similar categorization tasks are found in several branches of NLP, the challenge of query classification is accentuated by the fact that a typical query is only between one and four words long [1], [2], rather than the hundreds or thousands of words one can get from an average text document. Such a limited number of keywords makes it difficult to select the correct category label, and moreover it makes the selection very sensitive to “noise words”, or words unrelated to the query that the user entered for some reason such as because they didn’t remember a correct name or technical term to query for. A second challenge of query classification comes from the fact that, while document libraries and databases can be specialized to a single domain, the users of query systems expect to be able to ask queries about any domain at all [1]. In this paper, we build upon our previous work on query labeling using the Wikipedia category graph [3]. We have already shown that Wikipedia offers a set of nearly 400,000 interconnected categories which can be used for query classification. Moreover, since these categories cover most domains of human knowledge at M. Kamel et al. (Eds.): AIS 2011, LNAI 6752, pp. 222–230, 2011. © Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2011
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varying degrees of granularity, it is easy for system designers to identify a subset of them as “target categories” they wish to use as classification goals, rather than deal with the full set of 400,000 categories. This paper now presents a new algorithm to explore the graph of categories, to efficiently discover the best target category to classify a query into. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents overviews of the literature in the field of query classification with a special focus on the use of Wikipedia for that task. We present in detail our exploration and classification algorithm Section 3, then we move on in Section 4 to describe and analyze the experimental results we obtained with our system. Finally, we give some concluding remarks in Section 5.



2 Background Query classification is the task of NLP that focuses on inferring the domain information surrounding user-written queries, and on assigning each query to the category label that best represents its domain in a predefined set of labels. Given the ubiquity of search engines and question-handling systems today, the challenge of query classification has been receiving a growing amount of attention. Notably, it was the topic of the ACM’s annual KDD CUP competition in 2005 [4], where 37 systems competed to classify a set of 800,000 real web queries into a set of 67 categories designed to cover most topics found on the internet. The winning system was designed to classify a query by comparing its word vector to that of each website in a set pre-classified in the Google directory. The query was assigned the category of the most similar website, and the directory’s set of categories was mapped to the KDD CUP’s set [2]. This system was later improved by introducing a bridging classifier and an intermediatelevel category taxonomy [5]. There are a lot of other active research groups working in query classification. They all follow the basic pattern of mapping a query into an external knowledge source to classify it. There exist a great variety of such systems, using for example ontologies [6], web query logs [7], and Wikipedia [8], [9]. In fact, exploiting Wikipedia as a knowledge source has become commonplace in scientific research. Several hundreds of journal and conference papers have been published using this tool since its creation in 2001. However, to the best of our knowledge, aside from our previous work mentioned in Section 1, there have been only two query classification systems designed based on Wikipedia. The first of these two systems was proposed by Hu et al. [8]. Their work assumes that there is a set of seed concepts that their query classification should be trained to recognize. They thus target the articles and categories relevant to these concepts, and construct a graph of Wikipedia domains by following the links in these articles using a Markov random walk algorithm. Each step from one concept to the next on the graph is assigned a transition probability, and these probabilities are then used to compute the likelihood of each domain. Once the knowledge base has been build in this way, a new user query can be classified simply by using its keywords to retrieve a list of relevant Wikipedia domains, and sorting them by likelihood. Unfortunately, their system remained small-scale and limited to only three basic domains, namely
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“travel”, “personal name” and “job”. It is not a general-domain classifier such as the one we aim to create. The second query classification system was designed by one of our co-authors in [9]. It follows Wikipedia’s encyclopedia structure to classify queries step-by-step, using the query’s words to select titles, then selecting articles based on these titles, then categories from the articles. At each step, the weights of the selected elements are computed based on the relevant elements in the previous step: a title’s weight depends on the words that selected it, an article’s weight on the titles’, and a category’s weight on the articles’. Unlike [8], this system was a general classifier that could handle queries from any domain, and its performance would have ranked near the top of the KDD CUP 2005 competition.



3 Methodology Wikipedia’s category graph is a massive set of almost 400,000 category labels, describing every domain of knowledge and ranging from the very precise, such as “fictional secret agent and spies”, to the very general, such as “information”. The categories are connected by hypernym relationships, with a child category having an “is-a” relationship to its parents. However, the graph is not strictly hierarchic: there exist shortcuts in the connections (i.e. starting from one child category and going up two different paths of different lengths to reach the same parent category) as well as loops (i.e. starting from one child category and going up a path to reach the same child category again). The fact that the set of category labels covers practically every domain at every level of precision makes it easy for a system designer to identify a subset of categories to be used as “target categories” for a classification system. The query classifier we propose in this paper is designed to explore the graph of categories from any starting point until it reaches the nearest such target categories. The pseudocode of our new algorithm is shown in Figure 1. 3.1 Building the Category Graph The list of categories in Wikipedia and the connections between categories can easily be extracted from the database dump made freely available by the Wikimedia Foundation. For this project, we used the version available from September 2008. However, our graph includes one extra piece of information in addition to the categories, namely the article titles. In Wikipedia, each article is an encyclopedic entry on a given topic which is classified in a set of categories, and which is pointed to by a number of titles: a single main title, some redirect titles (for common alternative names, including foreign translations and typos) and some disambiguation titles (for ambiguous names that may refer to it). For example, the article for the United States is under the title “United States”, as well as the redirect titles “USA”, “United States of America” and “United Staets”, and the disambiguation title “America”. Our graph maps the titles directly to the categories of the articles, and then discards the articles. After this processing, we find that our category graph features 5,453,808 titles and 390,807 categories [3].
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Define:



CategoryGraph, TargetCategories (a subset of CategoryGraph), Classification (classification results), CassificationSize (number of classification results allowed per query) Input: User query 0. Classification ← {} 1. TitleList ← the most relevant Wikipedia titles to the user query 2. CatList ← the categories relating to TitleList 3. Do for 20 iterations: 4. NewClassification ← subset of CatList that are in TargetCategories 5. If COUNT(Classification + NewClassification)  CassificationSize AND COUNT(Classification) > 0 8. Break from loop 9. If COUNT(Classification + NewClassification) > CassificationSize AND COUNT(Classification) = 0 10. Classification ← Select CassificationSize elements from NewClassification 11. Break from loop 12. CatList ← unvisited parent categories directly connected to CatList 13. Return Classification Fig. 1. Structure of our classification algorithm



3.2 Starting the Search The first step of our algorithm is to map the user’s query to an initial set of categories from which the exploration of the graph will begin. This is accomplished by going through the titles included in the graph. The query is stripped of stopwords to keep only keywords; the system then generates the exhaustive list of titles that feature at least one of these keywords, and expands the exhaustive list of categories pointed to by these titles. Next, the algorithm considers each keyword/title/category triplet where it is the case that the keyword is in the title and the title points to the category, and assigns each one a weight that is a function of how many query keywords are featured in the title with a penalty for title keywords not featured in the query. The exact formula to compute the weight Wt of keywords in title t is given in equation (1). In this formula, Nk is the total number of query keywords featured in the title, Ck is the character count of the keywords featured in the title, and Ct is the total number of characters in the title. The rationale for using character counts in this formula is to shift some density weight to titles that match longer keywords in the query. The assumption is that, given that the user typically only provides less than four keywords in the query, having one much longer keyword in the set could mean that this one keyword
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is more important. Consequently, we give a higher weight to keywords in a title featuring the longer query keywords and missing the shorter ones, as opposed to a title featuring the shorter query keywords and missing the longer ones. Wt = 1+



Nk Ck − Ct



(1)



Ck



The weight of a keyword given a category is then defined as the maximum value that keyword takes in all titles that point to that category. Finally, the density value of each category is computed as the sum of the weights of all query keywords given that category. This process will generate a long list of categories, featuring some categories pointed to by high-weight words and summing to a high density score, and a lot of categories pointed to by only lower-weight words and having a lower score. The list is trimmed by discarding all categories having a score less than half that of the highest-density category. This trimmed set of categories is the initial set the exploration algorithm will proceed from. It corresponds to “CatList” at step 2 of our pseudocode in Figure 1. Through practical experiments, we found that this set typically contains approximately 28 categories. 3.3 Exploration Algorithm Once the initial list of categories is available, the search algorithm explores the category graph step by step. At each step, the algorithm compares the set of newly-visited categories to the list of target categories defined as acceptable classification labels and adds any targets discovered to the list of classification results. It then generates the next generation of unvisited categories directly connected to the current set as parent and repeats the process. The exploration can thus be seen as radiating through the graph from each initial category. This process corresponds to steps 4 and 12 of the pseudocode algorithm in Figure 1. There are two basic termination conditions for the exploration algorithm. The first is when a predefined maximum number of classification results have been discovered. This maximum could for example be 1, if the user wants a unique classification for each query, while it was set at 5 in the KDD CUP 2005 competition rules. However, since the exploration algorithm can discover several target categories in a single iteration, it is possible to overshoot this maximum. The algorithm has two possible behaviors defined in that case. First, if some results have already been discovered, then the new categories are all rejected. For example, if the algorithm has already discovered four target categories to a given query out of a maximum of five and two more categories are discovered in the next iteration, both new categories are rejected and only four results are returned. The second behavior is for the special case where no target categories have been discovered yet and more than the allowed maximum are discovered at once. In that case, the algorithm simply selects randomly the maximum allowed number of results from the set. For example, if the algorithm discovers six target categories at once in an iteration, five of them will be kept at random and returned as the classification result.
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The second termination condition for the algorithm is reaching a maximum of 20 iterations. The rationale for this is that, at each iteration, both the set of categories visited and the set of newly-generated categories expand. The limit of 20 iterations thus reflects a practical consideration, to prevent the size of the search from growing without constraint. But moreover, after 20 steps, we find that the algorithm has explored too far from the initial categories for the targets encountered to still be relevant. For comparison, in our experiments, the exploration algorithm discovered the maximum number of target categories in only 3 iterations on average, and never reached the 20 iterations limit. This limit thus also allows the algorithm to cut off the exploration of a region of the graph that is very far removed from target categories and will not generate relevant results.



4 Experimental Results In order to test our system, we submitted it to the same challenge as the KDD CUP 2005 competition [4]. The 37 solutions entered in that competition were evaluated by classifying a set of 800 queries into up to 5 categories from a predefined set of 67 target categories ci, and comparing the results to the classification done by three human labelers. The 800 test queries were meaningful English queries selected randomly from MSN search logs, unedited and including the users’ typos and mistakes. The solutions were ranked based on overall precision and overall F1 value, as computed by Equations (2-6). The competition’s Performance Award was given to the system with the top overall F1 value, and the Precision Award was given to the system with the top overall precision value within the top 10 systems evaluated on overall F1 value. Note that participants had the option to enter their system for precision ranking but not F1 ranking or vice-versa rather than both precision and F1 ranking, and several participants chose to use that option. Consequently, the top 10 systems on F1 value ranked for precision are not the same as the top 10 systems ranked for F1 value, and there are some N/A values in the results in Table 1. Precision =



Recall =



∑



∑



i



i



Number of queries correctly labeled as c i



∑



i



Number of queries labeled as c i



Number of queries correctly labeled as c i



∑



i



Number of queries belonging to c i



F1 =



2 × Precision × Recall Precision + Recall



Overall Precision =



1 3 ∑ Precision against labeler j 3 j =1



(2)



(3)



(4)



(5)
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Overall F1 =



1 3 ∑ F1 against labeler j 3 j =1



(6)



In order for our system to compare to the KDD CUP competition results, we need to use the same set of category labels. As we mentioned in Section 3, the size and level of detail of Wikipedia’s category graph makes it possible to identify categories to map any set of labels to. In our case, we identified 84 target categories in Wikipedia corresponding to the 67 KDD CUP category set. With the mapping done, we classified the 800 test queries with our system and evaluated the results on overall precision and F1 following the KDD CUP guidelines. Our results are presented in Table 1 along with the KDD CUP mean and median, the best system on precision, the best system on F1, and the worst system overall as reported in [4]. As can be seen from that table, our system performs well above the competition average, and in fact ranks in the top-10 of the competition. Table 1. Classification results System Best F1 Best Precision Our System Mean Median Worst



F1 Rank 1 N/A 10 18 19 37



Precision Rank N/A 1 7 13 15 37



Overall Precision 0.4141 0.4237 0.3081 0.2545 0.2446 0.0509



Overall F1 0.4444 0.4261 0.3005 0.2353 0.2327 0.0603



It is interesting to consider not only the final classification result, but also the performance of our exploration algorithm. To do this, we studied how frequently each of the termination conditions explained in Section 3.3 was reached. We can summarize from Section 3.3 that there are five distinct ways the algorithm can terminate. The first is “no initial list”, which is to say that the initial keyword-to-category mapping failed to generate any categories for our initial set and the exploration cannot begin. If there is an initial set of categories generated and the exploration begins, then there are still four ways it can terminate. The first is “failure”, if it reaches the cutoff value of 20 iterations without encountering a single target category. The second termination condition is “exploration limit”, if the algorithm reaches the cutoff value of 20 iterations but did discover some target categories along the way. These categories are returned as the classification results. The third termination is the “overshoot”, if the algorithm discovers more than the maximum number of results in a single iteration and must select results randomly. And the final termination condition is “category limit”, which is when the algorithm has already found some categories and discovers more categories that bring it to or above the set maximum; in the case it goes above the maximum the newly-discovered categories are discarded. In each case, we obtained the number of query searches that ended in that condition, the average number of iterations it took the algorithm to reach that condition, the average number of categories found (which can be greater than the maximum allowed when more categories are found in the last iteration) and the average number of target categories returned. These results are presented in Table 2.
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Table 2. Exploration performance Termination



Number of queries



Average number of iterations



52 0 0 28 720



0 20 20 2.4 3.3



No initial list Failure Exploration limit Overshoot Category limit



Average number of target categories found 0 0 0 7.0 7.8



Average number of target categories returned 0 N/A N/A 5 3.3



As can be seen from table 2, two of the five termination conditions we identified never occur at all. They are the two undesirable conditions where the exploration strays 20 iterations away from the initial categories. This result indicates that our exploration algorithm never does diverge into wrong directions or miss the target categories, nor does it end up exploring in regions without target categories. However, there is still one undesirable condition that does occur, namely that of the algorithm selecting no initial categories to begin the search from. This occurs when no titles featuring query words can be found; typically because the query consists only of unusual terms and abbreviations. For example, one query consisting only of the abbreviation “AATFCU” failed for this reason. Fortunately, this does not happen frequently: only 6.5% of queries in our test set terminated for this reason. The most common termination conditions, accounting for 93.5% of query searches, are when the exploration successfully discovers the maximum number of target categories, either in several iterations or all in one, with the former case being much more common than the latter. In both cases, we can see that the system discovers these categories quickly, in less than 4 iterations on average. This demonstrates the success and efficiency of our exploration algorithm.



5 Conclusion In this paper, we presented a novel algorithm to explore the Wikipedia category graph and discover the target categories nearest to a set of initial categories. To demonstrate its efficiency, we used the exploration algorithm as the core of a query classification system, and showed that its classification results compare favorably to those of the KDD CUP 2005 competition: our system would have ranked 7th on precision in that competition, with an increase of 6.4% compared to the competition median, and 10th on F1 with a 6.9% increase compared to the median. By using Wikipedia, our system gained the ability to classify queries into a set of almost 400,000 categories covering most of human knowledge and which can easily be mapped to a simpler applicationspecific set of categories when needed. But the core of our contribution remains the novel exploration algorithm, which can efficiently navigate the graph of 400,000 interconnected categories and discover the target categories to classify the query into in 3.3 iterations on average. Future work will focus on further refining the exploration algorithm to limit the number of categories generated at each iteration step by selecting the most promising directions to explore, as well as on developing ways to handle the 6.5% of queries that remain unclassified with our system.
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